
05.- Southwest of Spain. 
 

A beautiful route that will surprise you with its 
landscapes and its fantastic roads full of curves 

 and without any traffic. 
 

 
 
 
 



This tour, which can be done throughout the year, is one of our clients' favourites, 
especially for those who want to ride in spring or autumn. 
 
The route is through curvy secondary roads, with beautiful landscapes and very little traffic. 
This last aspect is the most important in the two tours that run through southern Spain and 
is due to the fact that Spain is a very touristy country, the second in the world, only behind 
the United States, and most of the tourism is It is concentrated in the south of Spain and 
the Mediterranean coast, so in the south we have an excellent network of Highways, most 
of them free, which channel all land traffic, leaving the secondary roads practically without 
traffic, since this is limited only to local trips, or to those who want, like us, to enjoy them. 
 
If to this little traffic we add a very good amount of curves, (5,986 in the basic route), and 
some roads in 
excellent condition, 
we have all the 
ingredients to make it 
a perfect trip to enjoy 
the bike. 
 
In the landscape 
aspect, this tour is 
also very complete, 
with a wide variety of 
landscapes that 
include mid-mountain 
areas, forests of 
different types of 
trees, and coastal 
areas. 
 
In the monumental aspect, this tour offers several gems, such as Seville, an absolutely 
wonderful city or Córdoba with its famous mosque, which, although now a Christian 
cathedral, maintains the Muslim essence in its construction and decoration, but also 
includes very interesting places such as Almagro. , Arcos de la Frontera, or Guadalupe, and 
it also passes through tourist emblems such as Toledo or Ronda. 
 
And to highlight the tourist aspect of this tour, we also offer you the opportunity to enjoy 
the beach and the sea in Marbella or Vilamoura. 
 
Regarding accommodation, as always, we have paid special attention to being able to offer 
you exceptional hotels, either because of their high quality or because they are historic 
buildings. 
 
For all this, this tour is perfect to spend an unforgettable vacation. 
 



ETAPAS DEL VIAJE 
 
The tour has a MINIMUM DURATION of 7 days of motorcycle travel and the stages of what 
we call BASIC ROUTE would be:  
 
Stage 1.- Madrid – Almagro.- 300 km in 
4:05 hours with 344 curves.- A first 
stage more cultural than biker, although 
we have included a fantastic road, in 
which you will visit the monumental city 
of Toledo. We will also offer you 5 
shorter alternatives with riding times  
from 3:15 until 2:16 hours. 

 

Stage 2.- Almagro – Córdoba.- 315 km 
in 5:38 hours with 874 curves.- We 
enter Andalusia through the eastern 
Sierra Morena on roads that are totally 
unknown even to the majority of 
Spaniards. We will also offer you 6 
shorter alternatives with riding times  
from 4:43 until 2:27 hours. 

 

 

Stage 3.- Córdoba – Marbella.- 364 km 
in 6:17 hours with 991 curves.- A very 
twisted route that begins by crossing the 
southern area of Sierra Morena to, 
crossing the Betic mountain ranges, 
reaching the Mediterranean. We will 
also offer you 7 shorter alternatives with 
riding times from 5:35 until 2:13 hours. 

 

Stage 4.- Marbella – Arcos de la 
Frontera.- 232 km in 4:48 hours with 
1.028 curves.- This stage is an explosion 
of curves and beautiful landscapes, 
which will surprise you with its 
greenness, even being in the extreme 
south of Spain. We will also offer you 5 
shorter alternatives with riding times  
from 3:53 until 2:13 hours. 
 



 
Stage 5.- Arcos de la Frontera – Sevilla.- 
513 km in 6:55 hours with 730 curves.- 
Arcos is very close to Seville, but we 
have diverted the route to create a 
route full of curves and beautiful 
landscapes. We will also offer you 6 
shorter alternatives with riding times  
from 6:30 until 1:13 hours. 
 

 

Stage 6.- Sevilla – Guadalupe.- 353 km 
in 5:37 hours with 930 curves. We left 
Andalusia riding again along the 
excellent roads of Sierra Morena to 
reach Guadalupe, a place steeped in 
history. We will also offer you 6 shorter 
alternatives with riding times  from 4:52 
until 3:24 hours. 

 
Stage 7.- Guadalupe – Madrid.- 335 km 
in 5:37 hours with 1.089 curves.- An 
excellent last stage that perfectly sums 
up what this trip has been, fantastic 
roads full of curves and beautiful 
landscapes. We will also offer you 6 
shorter alternatives with riding times  
from 5:11 until 2:54 hours. 
 
In the following table you can see the summary of the stages, with the distances, riding 
times, number of curves and duration of the 5 most important alternative routes, although 
it may be the case that we offer more than 5 alternatives. 
 

 
 



Note that we are talking about real riding time, that is, the time that you will be riding with 
the motorcycle. To this duration you should add the time you spend taking photos, 
refuelling, eating or drinking something, etc. However, we already take this factor into 
account and if a stage is going to have many visits, we shorten its riding.  
 
The number of curves will give you an idea of the type of roads the route takes, but we 
recommend that you read the article "Why do we count curves?" that you will find by 
clicking on the link that will take you to our website.  
 
As you have seen, at all stages we place special emphasis on the fact that we are going to 
offer you several shorter alternatives. The reason for this is that our complete routes are 
very intense and require a good level of driving and good weather conditions. If this is not 
the case, being able to have shorter alternatives, and therefore simpler, with fewer curves 
and on more main roads, can be very useful. But obviously reducing a stage has a cost in 
terms of quality. For this reason and for you to have an element of judgment when 
choosing the alternative that you are going to use in the road book, we are going to present 
you, along with the maps and links to Google Maps of all the alternatives, the following 
Table: 

Route Km. Time % Quality % Tiempo Quality / Time Ratio 

Full 300 6:00 100% 100% 1.00 

Alt. 1 255 5:15 90% 88% 1.03 

Alt. 2 245 4:30 60% 75% 0.80 

Alt. 3 220 3:30 40% 58% 0.69 

Alt. 4 180 2:30 30% 42% 0.72 

Shortest 130 2:15 20% 38% 0.53 

 
In the example we have a complete route and 5 alternatives, being the 5th the shortest 
one, as we are going to present it to you. As you will see, as the stage is shortened, the 
quality is reduced because intermediate points are eliminated and therefore good sections 
of road. In the last column we show you the ratio that measures, in relative terms, quality 
and time. With this example, the optimal option would be Alt. 1, since it reduces more 
time, (12%) than quality, (10%). 
 

TRIP EXTENSIONS: 
 
 If you can have more days to make this trip, we recommend that you add one or more of 
the 5 extensions that we are going to show you below: 
 
Extension A.- Adding a REST DAY IN SEVILLE that was during the sixteenth century and 
much of the seventeenth the most prosperous city in the world, since it centred trade with 
the newly discovered America. This fact, together with the cultural heritage received over 
the centuries by the different cultures that dominated the city, makes Seville one of the 
most interesting cities in Europe, which makes a day of rest almost obligatory to visit it. 

https://bemtours.com/en/por-que-contamos-las-curvas/


Extension B.- Adding an EXCURSION TO SIERRA MORENA.- This excursion through the 
central area of Sierra Morena is simply wonderful. The stage on driving down an amazing 
road that I discovered by chance a few years ago. The road is amazing for several reasons, 
the first is its mere existence, which does not seem to make much sense, the second is that 
such a road has asphalt in perfect condition, and the third is that, since nobody passes this 
road , it is full of deer that stroll nonchalantly through it. 
 
Extension C.- Adding a DETOUR TO GIBRALTAR that is highly recommended for two 
reasons. The first is that it is a very unique place, since the historical anachronism that in 
the 21st century a European country maintains a colony in another makes Gibraltar have a 
very special atmosphere. But this extension also gives us the opportunity to explore the 
Sierra de Grazalema in greater depth, one of the best areas in Europe to ride a motorcycle. 
 
Extension D.- Adding a REST DAY IN MARBELLA that is the Spanish Monte Carlo, where a 
large part of luxury tourism is concentrated. This fact makes Marbella full of excellent shops 
and restaurants, and has several beaches and golf courses. But also, if you stay at the hotel 
that we recommend, you will really want to stay one more day. 
 
Extension E.- Adding a DETOUR TO VILAMOURA.- Between the well-known towns of Faro 
and Albufeira, Vilamoura is one of the best beaches in the Algarve. If you like beach 
tourism, this extension may be a very good option. Although it does not have the luxury of 
Marbella, it does have an excellent beach and many places to go for dinner or a drink in the 
evening. 
 
Extension F.- Adding a REST DAY IN VILAMOURA if you have diverted the trip to Vilamoura, 
it will make perfect 
sense to add a day 
of rest to enjoy its 
beach. In fact, it 
could be said that 
these two 
extensions should 
go together, since it 
makes no sense to 
get to Vilamoura to 
have to leave the 
next day, without 
having enjoyed a 
day at the beach. 
 
The scheme of the 
extensions of this 
tour is the one that 
you can see on the 
right of these lines: 



In this way, from the basic route of 7 days you can add, as you want, the extra days that you 
consider appropriate and adjust the trip to suit you. For example, you could configure a 10-
day trip by adding extensions A, E and F to the basic version, that is, the rest day in Seville, 
the detour to Vilamoura and the rest day there. 
 
The fact of being able to combine the extra days at will means that the total of 
configurations of this tour that we can offer is 24, which are the possible combinations of 
the trip plus the extra days. Having so many options to choose from can make it difficult for 
you to decide on one of them, so we have arranged the travel extensions in the order in 
which we would add them. In this way we would add extension A first, then B, and so on, 
but of course you have the last word, and you can add the extensions as you prefer. 
 
If you added all the extensions to the trip, it would last 13 days and the table of the route 
would be the following: 
 

 
 
And in addition to this, you can also add extra nights in Madrid, before and / or after the 
Tour. Madrid is a magnificent city that is well worth a day or two to visit. 
 
As you will have seen, the possibilities are enormous, but we are also at your disposal, 
within our tailor-made travel section, to design a specific trip for you, including everything 
you tell us and adjusting the design and duration of the stages to your needs & preferences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



COMBINATIONS WITH OTHER TOURS:  
 
Within our TAILOR MADE TRAVELS section you can combine this tour, or part of it, with 
other neighbouring tours, or part of them, thus creating a personalized tour for you. The 
neighbouring tours to this tour of Southwest of Spain: 

 
01.- PORTUGAL          04.- CENTRAL SPAIN          06.- SOUTHEAST OF SPAIN   

 
But we have already thought of a tour that takes almost the entire tour of Southwest Spain 
and combines it with the Southeast of Spain. This tour can be found in our Long Trips 
section and is: 
 
42.- IBERIAN SOUTH.- This tour with a basic route of 14 days, expandable to 21, which is 
our favourite tour, unites the tours of Southwest and Southeast of Spain and gives you the 
possibility of extending it until you reach Lisbon. 
 
If you want to see these tours, simply click on the blue links and your browser will open 
these fabulous tours on our website. 
 

CLIMATOLOGY AND OPTIMAL SEASON: 
 
The Iberian Peninsula is in the extreme southwest of Europe, so it enjoys one of the best 
climates on the continent, and southern Spain is the area with the best weather in Spain, so 
we are simply talking about the best weather in all of Europe. But that excellent weather 
can turn against us in summer, where perhaps there are areas where it is very hot. 
 
As for the best season, from the weather point of view, to make this trip, in the following 
table you will find the list of the months and the weather conditions that should be found 
on average, as well as our assessment of each month. 
 

 
 

As you can see, the perfect season for this trip includes from April 1 to June 15 and then 
from September 15 to October 31, but March and November are also a very good season, 
and even summer, because although it is hot, in the mountain areas it is not so noticeable. 
 

https://bemtours.com/en/viajes-a-medida/
https://bemtours.com/en/tour/01-portugal/
https://bemtours.com/en/tour/centro-de-espana/
https://bemtours.com/en/tour/sureste-de-espana/
https://bemtours.com/en/viajes-largos/


If you want more information about the weather, in the following 4 tables you can find the 
most relevant data of the cities through which this tour passes: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



PRICES:  
 
Unlike the other companies of Motorcycle Tours, we give you the freedom to hire the 
motorcycle with us or in another company and, in the same way, we give you the option 
that you book your hotels or that we take care of the reservation of the same. 
 
ROUTE PRICES:  
 
What we will always give you is route planning, which includes the following: 
 
1.- Very detailed Road Book in PDF format.- In this PDF you will have all the information of 
each day of travel, including a brief description of the places of interest that you are going 
to find during the trip. 
2.- Recommended daily route created by professionals.- Our routes are the fruit of more 
than 10 years of professionally planning motorcycle trips. 
3.- Very careful selection of intermediate points.- The vast majority of intermediate points, 
which are necessary to create the route, contribute something more and are places of 
interest, such as monuments, viewpoints to beautiful landscapes, bars where you can have 
a drink. coffee, etc .. 
4.- Planning of fuel management.- Every 300 km at most, we will include a gas station, so 
that you don't worry about managing your fuel. 
5.- Shorter Alternative Routes.- Our recommended routes are long enough to satisfy the 
most demanding pilot, but we understand that not all of our clients want to do such long 
routes every day. For this reason, we will send you several shorter alternative routes so that 
you can choose the one that best suits your preferences. 
6.- Links of all the routes to Google Maps.- If you use your phone as a navigator, these links 
will allow you to see the route on it. 
7.- GPX file to load in the Navigator.- If, on the contrary, you prefer to use a GPS navigator, 
the GPX file will allow you to load all the waypoints in it in a few minutes. 
 
If you want to see an example of ”how we send the information” to our clients, and what it 
includes, click on the link that will take you to our website. 
  
The price of the route, (including taxes), depends on the version you prefer, (number of 
days) according to the following table: 
 

 
 
These prices, which already include taxes, are the amount we charge for our service of 
sending you the route information and it is for the entire group, so if you come with other 
friends you can share this cost with them. 
 
 

https://bemtours.com/en/como-enviamos-la-informacion/


MOTORCYCLE RENTAL PRICES: 
  
We can also take care of the reservation of your motorcycle. We do not have our own 
motorcycles, but we work exclusively with companies in which we have full confidence and 
that must meet demanding requirements regarding the condition of the motorcycle, 
customer service and non-abusive damage policy, (in this aspect we pay special attention to 
attention). For more information on how we choose the companies we work with in each 
city, click on this link, "How we select the rental companies in each city." 
 
As we work with different companies, we do not have a fixed price for the motorcycle 
rental, since the different companies have different prices, but we will always offer you the 
maximum number of possible options, indicating at all times the motorcycle model, its year 
of registration and the characteristics of the contract; (type of insurance, value of the 
deposit, etc.), so that you can choose the one that best suits your preferences. On the other 
hand, the rental price of motorcycles also depends on several factors such as the date of 
your tour, the number of days, the mileage, the advance with which you make the 
reservation, (this aspect is very important), and the number of motorcycles that make up 
your group. For information purposes, in the following table you can see the models 
available in Madrid and their minimum price per day: 
 

Marca y Modelo 
Precio por día 
Price per day 

Marca y Modelo 
Precio por día 
Price per day 

Marca y Modelo 
Precio por día 
Price per day 

Honda NC750X 
Desde/from 

49 € 

Honda Africa Twin DCT 

Desde/from 

79 € 

BMW R1250GS Adv. 
Desde/from 

99 € 
Honda NC 750 S BMW F850GS Adv. BMW R1250RT 

Honda CB500X Ducati Multiestrada 950 BMW S1000XR 

BMW F750 GS 
Desde/from 

59 € 

KTM 1090 Adventure BMW R1250 RT Audio 
Desde/from 

109 € 
Honda NC 750 X DCT BMW R1200GS HD Pan America 1250 

Yamaha Tracer 700 Honda VFR1200CrossT. Ducati Multiestrada V4S 

BMW F850GS 

Desde/from 

69 € 

BMW R1250GS 

Desde/from 

89 € 

BMW K1600 GT/GTL/GA 
Desde/from 

139 € 
BMW F750GS Full Triumph Tiger 1200 XRX Harley Davidson Softail 

Triumph Tiger 900 GT KTM 1290 SuperAdv. HD Road King 

Yamaha Tracer 900 GT BMW R1200GS Adv. HD Street/Road Glide 
Desde/from 

159 € 
Moto Guzzi V85 TT Honda AfricaTwin AdvS. HD Electra/Road G.Ultra 

Honda Deauville 700 Honda VFR1200X DCT Honda Goldwing 

 
All the motorcycles that we offer include the three suitcases, and the insurance, of which 
we will give you several options. On the other hand, all the companies we work with offer 
the service of storing your airplane luggage until your return. Regarding mileage, we will 
always offer you enough mileage to be able to make the planned trip, without incurring 
extra mileage costs. 
 
On the other hand, we can also optionally offer you the rental of helmets, jackets, gloves, 
etc., and of course GPS navigators. 
 

https://bemtours.com/en/como-seleccionamos-las-companias/


Ask us for a budget, using the form that you will find on the page of this tour, 05.- 
SOUTHWEST OF SPAIN, and depending on your needs, dates and route we will send you 
our offer that will surely be better than any that you can find on your own, so by hiring the 
motorcycle through us you will compensate part, (or even the entirety, if your group is 
more than 4 motorcycles), of the cost of the route. 
 

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION PRICES: 
 

We can also take care of reserving your accommodation for you and, as you will see below, 
we offer several possibilities for you to choose the one that best suits your needs. 
 
We always start from a series of hotels that are the ones we would like to go to. These 
hotels are usually the best in each place without going into excesses, which we are not very 
fond of, so by choosing our recommended hotels you will have the absolute security of 
staying in excellent hotels. On this tour, the recommended hotels, mostly 5 *, would be the 
following: 
 

Almagro.- A 16th century Franciscan convent. 
Córdoba.- A palace built from a 1st century Roman ville. 

Marbella.- A 5* GL category hotel complex with direct access to the beach and golf. 
Gibraltar.- A curious 5* hotel on a luxury cruise ship anchored in the port. 

Arcos de la Frontera.- A Parador with an unbeatable location. 
Vilamoura.- A modern 5 * hotel with direct access to the beach. 

Seville.- An early 20th century palace built to house foreign dignitaries. 
Guadalupe.- A hotel located in two buildings, (14th and 15th centuries), owned by the 

monastery. 
 

The price of these hotels depends on the dates and the advance with which the reservation 
is made but normally they range between 200 and 240 € per room per night, but, of course, 
we are at your disposal to give you an exact budget once you tell us the dates of your trip. 
 

But we understand perfectly that not all our clients want to go to such exclusive hotels, so 
we can also be the ones who adjust to their budget, and in this way what we will do is look 
for the best possible hotels without going over the budget that you provide. In this way: 

 

Budget of € 175 per night.- Combination of 4 and 5 star hotels. 
Budget of € 150 per night.- Mostly 4-star hotels. 

Budget of € 125 per night.- Combination of 3 and 4-star hotels. 
Budget of € 100 per night.- Mostly 3-star hotels. 

 

These budgets are for a double room and WITH BREAKFAST included, as well as the 
possibility of cancelling at least 7 days in advance. As you will have seen, we do not work 
with hotels of a category lower than 3 stars, but remember that you also have the 
possibility of making hotel reservations on your own. If you want to know more about how 
we reserve hotels, click on the link. 
 

https://bemtours.com/en/tour/suroeste-de-espana/
https://bemtours.com/en/tour/suroeste-de-espana/
https://bemtours.com/wp-content/uploads/Como-seleccionamos-los-Hoteles-INGLES.pdf
https://bemtours.com/wp-content/uploads/Como-seleccionamos-los-Hoteles-INGLES.pdf


DOUBTS AND BUDGET REQUEST: 
 
We are at your entire disposal if you have any questions or need our advice to decide on 
any aspect of your trip. You can contact us through our contact form and in less than 24 
hours you will receive our answer to the questions you ask us. 
 
On the other hand, if you already have something clearer which option you want, it is best 
to fill out the budget request form in which we will ask you several questions to know as 
much as possible about your preferences and to be able to adjust to them. 
 
The budget request form is a Google form, so you will immediately receive an 
acknowledgment of receipt that will confirm that we have already received your request. In 
less than 48 hours you will receive our reply with an exact estimate of the cost of your trip. 
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